Abstract: Large tsunamis occur infrequently but have the capacity to cause enormous numbers of casualties, damage to the built environment and critical infrastructure, and economic losses. A sound understanding of tsunami hazard is required to underpin management of these risks, and while tsunami hazard assessments are typically conducted at regional or local scales, globally consistent assessments are required to support international disaster risk reduction efforts, and can serve as a reference for local and regional studies. This study presents a global-scale probabilistic tsunami hazard assessment (PTHA), extending previous global-scale assessments based largely on scenario analysis. Only earthquake sources are considered, as they represent about 80% of the recorded damaging tsunami events. Globally extensive estimates of tsunami run-up height are derived at various exceedance rates, and the associated uncertainties are quantified. Epistemic uncertainties in the exceedance rates of large earthquakes often lead to large uncertainties in tsunami run-up. Deviations between modelled tsunami run-up and event observations are quantified, and found to be larger than suggested in previous studies. Accounting for these deviations in PTHA is important, as it leads to a pronounced increase in predicted tsunami run-up for a given exceedance rate.
Large tsunami disasters are low-frequency events and as such may have no regional historical precedent. At any particular coastal location, relatively small, non-destructive tsunamis tend to greatly outnumber large, destructive events, while inundation and damage tend to grow rapidly with increasing tsunami flow depth (Geist & Parsons 2006; Gonzalez et al. 2009; Valencia et al. 2011 ). Therefore, rare tsunami events are by far the greatest contributor to tsunami risk: globally, the historical record suggests that approximately 3% of tsunamis have caused approximately 97% of tsunami fatalities, with approximately 80% of these events generated by earthquakes (Løvholt et al. 2014a; NGDC 2015) . Given the absence of well-known historical precedents and our incomplete understanding of the frequency of large subduction zone earthquakes, the two most destructive tsunami in recent decades (the 2004 Andaman-Sumatra tsunami and the 2011 Tohoku tsunami) came as a surprise to many scientists, and comparable scenarios were not considered in disaster management planning (Satake & Atwater 2007; McCaffrey 2008 McCaffrey , 2009 Synolakis 2011; Kagan & Jackson 2013; Satake 2014; Løvholt et al. 2014b; Lorito et al. 2015; Synolakis & Kanoglu 2015) .
Management of future tsunami risk requires a sound understanding of the hazard and, in general, the historical record is too limited for a purely empirical hazard assessment (Geist & Parsons 2006; Kagan & Jackson 2013; Løvholt et al. 2014a) . Instead, tsunami hazard must be assessed using a mixture of modelling and data. Two main approaches exist: the scenario approach; and probabilistic tsunami hazard assessment (PTHA). In the scenario approach, a number of credible (and often presumed worst-case) tsunami scenarios are modelled to produce maps depicting a tsunami hazard metric, such as the wave run-up, inundation footprint or offshore wave height (Burbidge & Cummins 2007; Lorito et al. 2008; Tiberti et al. 2009; Harbitz et al. 2012; Løvholt et al. 2012a, b) . This approach is advantageous because it is relatively simple and easily communicated. However, the results can be highly sensitive to the particular scenarios selected, and become undesirably subjective when the credible scenario parameters are highly uncertain, which is common, for example, for the moment magnitude of low return period earthquakes (Berryman et al. 2015) . In comparison, PTHA is relatively complex and computationally intensive, as it involves the integration of tsunami hazard from a model of all possible events to determine the exceedance rate of some tsunami hazard metric (mean number of events per year above a threshold level) (Geist & Parsons 2006; Parsons & Geist 2009 ). Like the scenario approach, PTHA is dependent on subjective decisions. For example, it may be necessary to specify the maximum earthquake magnitude possible on a given source zone, and doing this incorrectly could result in strong over-or underestimations of the hazard (Annaka et al. 2007; Burbidge et al. 2008; Satake 2014) . However, unlike the scenario approach, there are established methodologies for accounting for known uncertainties associated with these choices in PTHA (Annaka et al. 2007; Burbidge et al. 2008; Parsons & Geist 2009; Sørensen et al. 2012; Selva et al. 2016) .
With few exceptions (Løvholt et al. 2012a (Løvholt et al. , 2014a , most tsunami hazard assessments to date have been conducted at the regional, national or city level (Annaka et al. 2007; Burbidge et al. 2008; Gonzalez et al. 2009; Parsons & Geist 2009; Sørensen et al. 2012; Power 2013; Horspool et al. 2014; ten Brink et al. 2014) . Analysis at these scales is better suited to supporting national-scale disaster risk management, given the typical limitations on computational and human resources for a single study, because a reduced spatial scale allows for: (1) greater detail in the modelling of tsunami sources and propagation; (2) linking local inundation maps to an exceedance rate; (3) a more in-depth assessment of predictions using historical data and palaeotsunami evidence where available; and (4) a more in-depth assessment of the associated uncertainties. However, spatial coverage limitations and methodological differences make it difficult to assess tsunami hazard globally by combining regional-scale hazard assessments, while the global impacts of tsunamis can extend far beyond the inundation zone via their economic and political consequences (UN-ISDR 2015) . At the global level, the Hyogo Framework for Action was established by the United Nations to reduce disaster losses, and this has been followed by the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction. The implementation goals of these agreements rely on a sound understanding of global disaster risk due to different natural hazards, and have motivated several previous global-scale tsunami hazard and risk assessments (Løvholt et al. 2012a (Løvholt et al. , 2014a . Given the computational challenges of modelling tsunamis globally, the former studies were based largely on scenario approaches for tsunami hazard assessment, although a partial probabilistic treatment was employed by Løvholt et al. (2014a) in the Indian Ocean and south Pacific.
The current study extends these works with a full global probabilistic tsunami hazard assessment. Compared with previous work (Løvholt et al. 2012a (Løvholt et al. , 2014a , the PTHA approach allows modelling events both smaller and larger than the scenarios treated previously (nominal 1/500 year exceedance rate events), and permits a more complete assessment of the associated uncertainties. The latter turn out to be large, driven in part by considerable epistemic uncertainties in the exceedance rates of high-magnitude tsunamigenic earthquakes (Berryman et al. 2015) , and limitations in our capacity to model tsunami run-up at the global scale. Combined with appropriate exposure information, the results of the current study could also be used to support broad-scale assessments of tsunami risks (Løvholt et al. 2014a (Løvholt et al. , 2015 (Løvholt et al. , 2016 or multihazard risk assessments (UN-ISDR 2015) , although that step is not undertaken herein.
Given its global scale, the tsunami hazard results herein are expected to be broad-brush, and the quantified uncertainties are rather large. However, in the longer term, they could be extended with detailed analyses such as currently possible for assessments over smaller spatial scales (Gonzalez et al. 2009; Lorito et al. 2016) . This would require considerable computational and human resources, necessitating a coordinated global effort which is beyond the scope of the present work.
Methodology
Overview of the applied PTHA methodology
We compute the exceedance rate (events/year) of tsunami run-up height at a globally distributed set of hazard points offshore of the coast (c. 100 m depth), using methods that broadly follow previous approaches (Geist & Parsons 2006; Annaka et al. 2007; Thio et al. 2007; Burbidge et al. 2008; Horspool et al. 2014) . We further estimate the extra amplification that these waves undergo as they propagate onshore, following the amplificationfactor approach of Løvholt et al. (2012a) . The key steps are: † Define tsunami sources to be included in the analysis. In this study only oceanic earthquakes are considered. † Discretize each earthquake source zone into a grid of 'unit-sources'. † For each source zone create a synthetic earthquake catalogue, with all synthetic earthquakes consisting of uniform-slip combinations of the unit-sources. Assign a mean annual rate to each synthetic event using a Gutenberg-Richter-type model for the source zone, with uncertainties in parameter values accounted for using a logic tree. † For each unit-source, compute the sea-surface deformation produced by 1 m of slip. † Use the linear shallow-water equations to model the wave time series produced by the 1 m unitsource ruptures at a set of nearshore coastal points (hazard points). † Extract the maximum tsunami wave height and period from wave time series at all hazard points for each earthquake in the catalogue. Because the sea-surface deformation and tsunami propagation models are linear, the hazard point time series for a single earthquake is efficiently computed by summing the tsunami wave time series for all included unit-sources and multiplying by the earthquake slip. † Compute the tsunami run-up from the maximum tsunami wave height and period at the offshore hazard points. † Combine the modelled run-up and earthquake rates for all events to compute the exceedance rate of tsunami run-up near every hazard point.
Details of the above steps are presented below.
Source zone definition
As the majority of large tsunamigenic earthquakes occur on subduction zones, most earthquake sources used in this study are of this type (Fig. 1) . However, we included several non-subduction zone sources in the Mediterranean, eastern Indonesia and the NE Atlantic where previous assessments indicated they are regionally significant drivers of the hazard (Sørensen et al. 2012; Horspool et al. 2014; Omira et al. 2015) . In particular, in the NE Atlantic we include the strike-slip Gloria source, and in the Gulf of Cadiz we use a schematic source to represent the large number of thrust sources which are too small to resolve in our model (Matias et al. 2013; Omira et al. 2015) . Three-dimensional source zone fault-plane geometries are defined using the Slab 1.0 subduction interface model where available (Hayes et al. 2012) , geometries from the SHARE project in the Mediterranean (Basili et al. 2013a, b) , and constant dip geometries elsewhere based on Bird (2003) , Burbidge et al. (2008) , Horspool et al. (2014) and Berryman et al. (2015) . The maximum seismogenic source depth is taken from the upper maximum depth suggested by Berryman et al. (2015) . The seismogenic zone is assumed to extend to the trench (i.e. minimum depth of zero), except in the Hellenic Arc where the trench is significantly further south than the expected updip limit of the active subduction interface. Rupture to the trench is preferable for simulating tsunamis since if the minimum depth is non-zero and on the order of a few kilometres, the vertical coseismic displacement field predicted by the Okada (1985) model contains an artificial spike near the shallow rupture edge which can have a strong impact on the associated tsunami (Geist & Dmowska 1999; Goda 2015) .
Source zone discretization with unit-sources
Each source is discretized in a logically rectangular grid of unit-sources with dimensions approximately 100 km along-strike and 50 km downdip (Fig. 2) . The use of a logically rectangular layout (with a fixed number of unit sources along-strike and a fixed number downdip) simplifies the construction of synthetic earthquake events (see the subsection on 'Synthetic earthquake event geometries' later in this section), although it means that the unit source length and width must vary to match the typically non-uniform source zone geometry (Fig. 2) . Within each unit-source, a finer grid of subunit-source points records the depth and dip. These are used to retain detailed information on the non-planar source geometry when computing the unit-source seafloor deformation. The subunit-source point spacing was set to 6 km, except for unit-sources along the trench where a finer spacing (1 km) was required to ensure accurate numerical integration of the seafloor deformation. Rupture is treated as pure thrust, except on the strike-slip Gloria source zone.
Sea-surface deformation
For every unit-source we compute the seafloor deformation from 1 m of earthquake slip by summing the deformation computed at each subunitsource point, with the individual deformation computations following Okada (1985) (Fig. 2) , with both Lamé constants equal to 3 × 10 10 Pa. We assume that each subunit-source point represents a small rectangular region with dip and depth determined by the source depth contours, and length and width determined by the subunit-source grid spacing. Near the unit-source boundaries, these rectangular subunit-source regions are reduced in size (if they extend outside the original unit-source boundary) to ensure that the subunit-source area sum equals the total unit-source interface area. The unit-source sea-surface deformation is computed by smoothing the seafloor deformation using a filter based on full potential linear wave theory (Kajiura 1963; Glimsdal et al. 2013 ). Compared Fig. 1 . Source zones used in the study: 1, Alaska; 2, Aleutians; 3, Altiplano; 4, Andaman; 5, Antilles; 6, Arakan; 7, Cadiz; 8, Calabrian; 9, Cascadia; 10, Columbia; 11, Cyprus; 12, Eastluzontrough; 13, Eastmolucca; 14, EastNewGuinea1; 15, EastNewGuinea2; 16, Flores; 17, Fuego; 18, Gloria; 19, Hellenic; 20, Hispaniola; 21, Hjort; 22, Honshu; 23, Izu; 24, Java; 25, Kamchatka; 26, Kermadec; 27, Kurils; 28, Makran; 29, Manila; 30, Manokwari; 31, Mariana; 32, Midamerica; 33, Nankai; 34, Newbritain; 35, Newhebrides; 36, North_african; 37, Northsulawesi; 38, Nphillip; 39, Nwsulu; 40, Palau; 41, Peru; 42, Puna; 43, Puysegur; 44, Ryukyu; 45, Sagami; 46, Sandwich; 47, Scaribbean; 48, Schile; 49, Seram; 50, Sesolomon; 51, Shetland; 52, Southseram; 53, South_yap; 54, Sphillip; 55, SouthSolomon; 56, SouthSolomonwood; 57, Sulu; 58, Sumatra; 59, Sumba; 60, Timor; 61, Tonga; 62, Trobriand; 63, Waleutians; 64, Westmolucca; 65, Wetar; 66, WestNewGuinea; 67, Yap. with directly applying the seafloor deformation to the sea surface, the filter leads to better agreement with the sea-surface deformation computed using primitive models such as the full potential equations, and Navier -Stokes for the generation and initial propagation (Saito & Furumura 2009; Saito 2013 ).
Synthetic earthquake catalogue
On each source zone we generate a catalogue of synthetic earthquake events, all of which consist of uniform slip on a logically rectangular subset of the unit-sources (see the following subsection on 'Synthetic earthquake event geometries'). A mean annual rate is assigned to each synthetic earthquake event, such that when integrated over a source zone the exceedance rates (events/year) follow a Gutenberg-Richter-type distribution (see the subsection on 'Synthetic earthquake event rates' later in this section). The latter is forced to satisfy a seismic moment conservation principle (Bird & Kagan 2004) . Parameters controlling the earthquake rates are assigned to each source zone using a range of literature-derived values (see 'Source zone parameters' later in this section), with parameter uncertainties associated with the maximum magnitude, Gutenberg-Richter b value and degree of seismic coupling accounted for using a logic tree (see the subsection on 'Logic-tree weights and epistemic uncertainty quantification' later in this section). Details are provided below.
Synthetic earthquake event geometries. The synthetic earthquake events have moment magnitudes m w in the range:
where the source zone specific computation of the minimum magnitude m w,min and the maximum magnitude m w,max is described later (see the following subsection on 'Source zone parameters'). For every m w we use the scaling relationships of Strasser et al. (2010) to compute the desired area A, length L and width W for the synthetic earthquake events. In general, the synthetic event dimensions cannot exactly conform to A, L and W because their size is constrained by the unit-source dimensions (c. 100 × 50 km 2 : Fig. 2 ). However, as detailed below, for each m w we select the number of subfaults along-strike (n s ) and downdip (n d ) so that the dimensions are close to the desired values. All possible n s × n d logically rectangular subsets of the unit-sources are then included in the synthetic catalogue: that is, the earthquake floats through 
where the shear modulus m is taken as 3 × 10 10 Pa and M 0,i is the seismic moment (N m). Note that A i will vary somewhat for events with the same magnitude because of variations in the unit-source dimensions (Fig. 2) .
The detailed methods used to select the number of unit-sources along-strike (n s ) and downdip (n d ) for a given magnitude are provided here. From m w we compute A, L and W (Strasser et al. 2010) , and check if A exceeds the total source zone area, in which case the synthetic event includes all subfaults. Otherwise define n ′ s as L divided by the average unit-source length l s (c. 100 km), without rounding. If n ′ s exceeds the available number of subfaults along-strike, then n s is assumed to cover the full source zone length and n d is computed to best fit A. Otherwise define n ′ d as W divided by the average unit-source width l d (c. 50 km) without rounding. If n ′ d exceeds the available number of subfaults downdip, then n d is assumed to cover the full source zone width, and n s computed to best fit A. Otherwise, we have the typical case where both n ′ s and n ′ d can be accommodated within the source zone. Four candidate (n s , n d ) pairs are then investigated: two pairs come from assigning n s to n ′ s rounded up and down (with a lower bound of 1 and upper bound from the source zone geometry), and setting n d to best match A; the other two pairs are produced analogously by rounding n ′ d and finding n s to best match A. From the four candidates (n s , n d ) pairs we choose one which best matches the desired event aspect ratio: that is, which minimizes:
This measures the aspect ratio error in relative terms, so that, for example, a (n s , n d ) pair producing only 50% of the desired aspect ratio is weighted equally as one producing 200% of the desired aspect ratio.
Source zone parameters. To generate mean annual rates for events in the synthetic earthquake catalogue we require source zone specific parameter values for the minimum magnitude m w,min , maximum magnitude m w,max , the Gutenberg -Richter b value and the seismically coupled plate motion rate cṡ (the latter notation reflects that cṡ is the product of the seismic coupling rate c with the plate motion rateṡ). Below, we describe how those parameters were determined, and the approach used to quantify uncertainties. The methods used to derive the associated synthetic earthquake event rates are described in following subsections on 'Synthetic earthquake event rates' and 'Logic-tree weights and epistemic uncertainty quantification'.
The minimum magnitude m w,min is set to 7.5 everywhere, consistent with the area of an earthquake containing one 100 × 50 km 2 unit-source (Strasser et al. 2010) . This implies that we ignore all tsunamis generated by smaller earthquakes. While smaller earthquake can generate locally significant tsunamis (especially when combined with landslides -e.g. the 1998 Papua New Guinea tsunami: Tappin et al. 2008; Heidarzadeh & Satake 2015) , a further reduction of m w,min would require using a smaller unit-source size which would increase the already heavy computational demands of the study.
Parameters m w,max , b and cṡ are subject to considerable epistemic uncertainty which is accounted for using a logic tree (Annaka et al. 2007; Thio et al. 2007; Horspool et al. 2014) . Each parameter is assigned three different values (Table 1) . The parameter b controls the relative frequencies of small and large earthquakes, and is assigned the values 0.7, 0.95 and 1.2 on all source zones, similar to source zone specific uncertainty ranges suggested by Berryman et al. (2015) . This range covers a number of b values suggested from globally integrated analyses (Bird & Kagan 2004; Schorlemmer et al. 2005; Kagan 2010 ). The seismically coupled trenchnormal plate motion rate cṡ is computed using three separate seismic coupling values c which are based on Berryman et al. (2015) . Where our source zones are not included in the latter study, default values of 0.5 + 0.2 are used. A single average plate motion rateṡ is assigned to each source zone, where the trench-normal component of plate motion is used to reflect that we only model thrust earthquakes (Burbidge et al. 2008) , except on the strike-slip Gloria source zone (Omira et al. 2015) . Convergence angles are based on Bird (2003) , and absolute plate motion rates are primarily based on Bird (2003) and Berryman et al. (2015) ; although we refer to Cummins (2007) and Socquet et al. (2006) for Arakan, and Horspool et al. (2014) for SouthSeram and Timor. In the Gulf of Cadiz, we use a single schematic source zone but artificially increase cṡ by a factor of 4 to reflect the moment rate on numerous sources in this complex region (Matias et al. 2013) .
For m w,max an overall upper limit of 9.6 is applied following Berryman et al. (2015) . Within that constraint, the largest m w,max value is computed with an empirical relationship for predicting m w from rupture-area at the +1 SD limit (Strasser et al. 2010) assuming that the largest possible earthquake ruptures the entire source zone. This gives conservative m w,max values which are usually similar to those derived with the conservative m w,max approach of McCaffrey (2008) and Berryman et al. (2015) , while still being consistent with our use of the Strasser et al. (2010) magnitude-area scaling relationships elsewhere. A second nonconservative estimate of m w,max is employed following Berryman et al. (2015) , which is based on the largest earthquake thought to have occurred on each source zone. Where our source zones are not included in Berryman et al. (2015) , we derive values from Burbidge et al. (2008) , Storchak et al. (2012) , Matias et al. (2013) , Horspool et al. (2014) and Omira et al. (2015) . Our third intermediate estimate of m w,max is derived by averaging the conservative and non-conservative estimates, following Berryman et al. (2015) . For computational consistency with m w,min ¼ 7.5, we finally apply a lower limit of 7.6 to the maximum magnitudes and round all m w,max values to one decimal place.
Synthetic earthquake event rates. We assume that earthquake timings on each source zone follow a Poisson distribution: that is, the event rate is stationary and inter-event times are exponentially distributed. The mean annual rate assigned to each event in the synthetic catalogue is derived from source zone specific values for m w,min , m w,max , b and cṡ. Because of uncertainty in these parameters, it is ultimately necessary to integrate over multiple parameter combinations, combining their corresponding rates as explained in the following subsection on 'Logic-tree weights and epistemic uncertainty quantification'. However, this subsection presents the rate computation assuming fixed source zone parameters, which is applied to each parameter combination separately prior to their integration.
Two different parametric forms for the source zone integrated earthquake magnitude-frequency relationship are considered (giving the mean annual number of events exceeding any magnitude on the source zone): first, a Gutenberg-Richter distribution with exceedance rate function truncated between m w,min and m w,max : and, secondly, a Gutenberg -Richter distribution with the density function truncated between the same range:
Here GR(m w ) is the exceedance rate for magnitude m w (events/year) and a is a parameter controlling the overall frequency of earthquake events. Equation (5) was termed a characteristic distribution by Kagan (2002a, b) as it assigns a finite rate to events with magnitude exactly m w,max , although it differs from the characteristic distribution of Youngs & Coppersmith (1985) . Equation (6) is often termed a truncated Gutenberg-Richter distribution or a truncated Pareto distribution (Kagan 2002a, b; Kagan & Jackson 2013) , although Youngs & Coppersmith (1985) refer to it as an exponential magnitude distribution. For the same source zone parameters, equation (5) implies a greater frequency of high-magnitude events than equation (6). Both appear as branches in the logic tree.
The parameter a in equations (5) and (6) is adjusted so that the synthetic earthquake catalogue reproduces the seismically coupled fraction of the long-term moment rate (Bird & Kagan 2004 ):
where the value of a affects r i as explained below. In equation (7), i represents the i-th synthetic earthquake event on the source zone among the finite set of all such synthetic events E, m is the shear modulus (3 × 10 10 Pa), A i (m 2 ) is the area of the i-th synthetic earthquake event with slip S i (m) and mean annual rate r i , A T is the total interface area of the source zone (m 2 ), d is the mean dip of the source zone in radians (for the strike-slip Gloria source zone, the factor cos(d) is ignored in equation 7 since the motion is transverse), and j is the fraction of seismic moment released by earthquakes with m w ≥ m w,min on the source zone, which will be close to unity unless m w,max is close to m w,min (Kagan & Jackson 2013) :
Here (GR) ′ is the derivative of GR (equations 5 and 6) with respect to m w (ignoring the lower magnitude bound: i.e. m w,min ¼ 21 for the derivative computation only), and M 0 (m w ) is the seismic moment for an earthquake of magnitude m w (equation 3). The value of j is independent of a for both our modified Gutenberg -Richter relations (equations 5 and 6).
To compute r i when solving for a (equation 7), note that:
where Pr(i|m w,i ) is the conditional probability that the i-th earthquake event occurs given that an earthquake with the same magnitude has occurred, and r(m w,i ) is the mean annual rate of earthquakes of size m w,i occurring anywhere on the source zone. We assume that Pr(i|m w,i ) is proportional to the area of the i-th event A i (equivalently, inversely proportional to its slip: equation 3) and to the average long-term slip rate along the trench where the i-th event occurs (denotedṡ i ):
where the denominator is just a normalizing constant, and E(m w,i ) is the set of all events in the synthetic catalogue with magnitude m w,i . For each event,ṡ i is computed as the area-weighted-average of the local long-term slip rates on each unit-source which ruptures in the i-th event, with the unit-source long-term slip rates assigned from the nearest spatially varying trench-normal slip rates of Bird (2003) where available, and otherwise set to a constant. The use of equation (10) is further motivated below.
To model the mean annual rate of earthquakes of size m w in equation (9), we assume: (11) where the factor 0.05 results from the synthetic earthquake catalogue containing events with m w in increments of 0.1. Equations (5) and (6) imply that equation (11) will contain a factor of 10 a , which can be used to solve for a using equations (7-11). Once a is known, the mean annual rate of all events in the synthetic catalogue is determined directly with equations (9-11).
The use of equation (10) to assign non-constant conditional probabilities to events with the same magnitude contrasts with previous studies which employ a constant conditional probability (Horspool et al. 2014; Løvholt et al. 2014a; Lorito et al. 2016) . As shown by the following idealized examples, equation (10) allows improved treatment of source zones with spatially variable width and/or longterm slip rate. First, consider a rectangular source zone where all unit-sources have the same area, but the long-term slip rateṡ i varies along the trench. Equation (10) implies that an earthquake event on a fast-moving part of the source zone is proportionately more likely than an event with the same magnitude on a slower region, which we consider preferable to assuming they occur at the same rate. Secondly, consider a source zone whereṡ i is constant (i.e. uniform long-term slip rate) but the downdip width is non-uniform because of variations in the source zone dip (as is typical: e.g. Fig. 2) . Unit-sources then have greater area in wider parts than in narrower parts of the source zone, because of their logically rectangular layout. For a given magnitude, earthquake events with a smaller area will have higher slip S i than those with a greater area (since slip is inversely related to area: equation 3). Therefore, a constant conditional probability would imply greater long-term slip contributions from events in narrower parts of the source zone (where our synthetic earthquakes have lower area), which seems undesirable ifṡ i is actually constant along-strike. In contrast, equation (10) ensures that ifṡ i is constant, all events with the same magnitude induce the same long-term slip rate where they occur (i.e. r i S i is constant for fixed m w,i ).
Logic-tree weights and epistemic uncertainty quantification. Owing to parameter uncertainties (see the earlier subsection on 'Source zone parameters'), it is necessary to compute the synthetic earthquake event rates for all combinations of m w,max , b and cṡ (three values each), and for the two different GutenbergRichter relationships (equations 5 and 6), leading to 2 × 3 3 ¼ 54 different rate equations for each source zone (Fig. 3) . These are combined with a weighted average to produce a mean magnitude exceedance rate equation on each source zone. The procedure for determining the weights is detailed below, and involves deriving a preliminary set of weights for each parameter combination, which are then updated based on the probability that the parameter combination would produce the observed events in the global CMT catalogue (Ekstrom et al. 2012) .
On each source zone each parameter combination is assigned a preliminary weight equal to the product of its individual parameter weights. The individual parameter weights for each cṡ value are set to 1/3; similarly, all b values are given weight 1/3; each variant of the Gutenberg -Richter model is given weight 0.5; and for m w,max we assign a weight of 0.45 to the upper value, 0.45 to the middle value and 0.1 to the smallest value, reflecting that it is unlikely m w,max has been observed on most source zones.
The weights defined with this heuristic procedure require further revision, because on some source zones particular parameter combinations lead to unrealistic earthquake rate predictions. For example, the Kermadec source zone is assigned m w,max [ {8.2, 8.9, 9.6}, b [ {0.7, 0.95, 1.2} and cṡ [ {14, 21, 44} mm a
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. In order to conserve seismic moment, logic-tree branches with low m w,max and high cṡ need to have events with m w ≥ m w,min (¼7.5) every few years on average (e.g. 0.42 a 21 for the top curve in Fig. 3 ). In contrast, only one such event was observed in the 38 year global CMT catalogue 1976-2013 (Fig. 3 : details on data selection are presented below). If the true rate of m w ≥ 7.5 events was 0.42, then on average we should observe about 16 events in 38 years, and we are extremely unlikely to observe only one or zero events (probability of 2 × 10 26 for Poissondistributed event times). Therefore, this particular branch of the logic tree seems unlikely to be correct. Although this conclusion is obvious from the absence of many events exceeding m w,min in the observational record, our method for assigning preliminary weights cannot detect such unrealistic logic-tree branches.
To address this issue, we update the preliminary weights based on the observed number of m w ≥ m w,min thrust earthquakes on the source zone. The observed events are counted using the global CMT catalogue (Ekstrom et al. 2012) if they are within 0.28 of our source zones, have depth ≤70 km, m w ≥ 7.5 and rake within p/4 of pure thrust. The weight update is equivalent to treating the preliminary weights as prior probabilities for each parameter combination, and using Bayes' theorem to calculate posterior probabilities using the data (Kruschke 2011):
where w ijkl is the updated weight for the parameter combination with the i-th m w,max value, the j-th b value, the k-th cṡ value and the l-th variant of the Gutenberg -Richter equation (equation 5 or 6); w ′ ijkl is the corresponding preliminary weight; r e (m w ≥ 7.5) is the empirically observed rate of thrust earthquakes in the global CMT catalogue; Pr(r e (m w ≥ 7.5)|ijkl) is the probability that the empirical rate of earthquakes with m w ≥ 7.5 would be observed if the ijkl rate equation were correct, and is computed assuming the event timings behave like a Poisson process with mean rate of m w ≥ 7.5 events computed from the ijkl rate equation; and the denominator is a normalizing constant:
Pr(r e (m w ≥ 7.5))
In the case of Kermadec, this leads to a mean rate curve with less frequent small earthquakes and more frequent large earthquakes, compared with the mean rate curve derived from the preliminary weights (Fig. 3) . This reflects the down-weighting of unrealistic logic-tree branches which predict frequent m w events of 7.5 magnitude, as discussed above.
Although it is clearly desirable to down-weight logic-tree branches which are unlikely to be consistent with observations, in the case of Kermadec it is not visually obvious whether the 'updated-weights' mean rate curve is an improvement on the 'priorweights' mean rate curve (Fig. 3) . Because of natural variations in the observed number of earthquakes, we cannot be sure of improvements every time weight updating is applied, but improvements are expected on average when applied globally to many source zones. For illustration, consider a large number of hypothetical scenarios in which the true source zone rate curve is unknown, but corresponds to one particular branch in Figure 3 (with probability corresponding to the preliminary weights). Without weight updating, the difference between the true rate of m w ≥ 7.5 events and the modelled mean rate has a mean of zero and standard deviation of 0.066. However, if 38 years of data is randomly sampled from the true model and weight updating is applied, then the difference has a mean of zero and standard deviation of 0.037 (i.e. the typical error is almost halved). It is also worth noting that at the globally aggregated level, weight updating has little impact on the modelled magnitude exceedance rate curve, with the largest change being a small reduction (c. 10%) in the rate of events with m w ,8 which slightly improves agreement with globally aggregated data (see the subsection on 'Earthquake magnitude -frequency relationships' later in this paper). Although not pursued here, more extensive use of historical and palaeoseismic data may further improve the logic-tree weights.
There is also potential to modify the approach to allow for possible non-Poisson event timings, and more fully exploit details of the earthquake magnitude observations (rather than just counting the observed events above m w,min ), although an advantage of ignoring such details is robustness to occasional large earthquakes. The revised weights are also used to compute credible intervals representing our epistemic uncertainty: for example, the 95% credible interval is a region containing 95% of the total logic-tree weight for each m w , with ≤2.5% of the total logic-tree weight above the upper bound and ≤2.5% below the lower bound (Fig. 3) . Note that in this paper we use the term 'credible interval' to refer to intervals representing our epistemic uncertainty computed using the logic-tree weights, whereas the term 'confidence interval' is used for standard frequentist intervals (Kruschke 2011) . The advantage of quantifying epistemic uncertainties is: (1) it highlights regions where the mean hazard is more likely to change in future hazard updates, as new knowledge may decrease epistemic uncertainties (Marzocchi et al. 2015); (2) the use of the weighted mean rate curve alone is insufficient testing PTHA predictions from the full logic tree (Marzocchi & Jordan 2014) and; (3) it allows the effects of uncertainty on risk assessment to be handled in an explicit manner (McGuire et al. 2005) . A limitation of the credible interval approach used herein is that it implicitly assumes the model and logic tree cover all possible true models, which will not be correct. Although not pursued here, 'ensemble modelling' approaches have been proposed to address this issue by treating the logic-tree branches as a sample of the epistemic uncertainty which is subject to further statistical modelling (Marzocchi et al. 2015; Selva et al. 2016) .
Wave propagation to hazard points
For each unit-source, we model the tsunami caused by an earthquake with 1 m of slip using a numerical solution of the linear shallow-water equations in spherical coordinates on a grid with cell size 1 ′ × 1 ′ . We use the same finite-difference code as Thio et al. The model is evolved for 26 h of simulated time, as this is longer than required for trans-Pacific tsunami propagation from, for example, Chile to Japan (Wessel 2009 ), and also short enough for our simulations to complete within the time limits of our computing facility. Because of computer storage limitations, we cannot save full time series for the unit-source tsunami model runs and so, instead, store the tsunami wave height time series at 20 s intervals at a subset of points near the coastline (termed hazard points). The hazard points are placed approximately along the 100 m depth contour at a spacing of 25 km, subject to the constraints that they are not too near (,1.5 arc-min) or too far (.22 arc-min) from the coastline. If this constraint is not met on the 100 m depth contour, then the hazard point is placed at the point closest to 100 m depth which satisfies the constraint.
Because of the linearity of the propagation model, the hazard point time series associated with any synthetic earthquake event in our catalogue can be produced by summing the time series for each contributing unit-source and multiplying by the earthquake slip (Thio et al. 2007 ). While very computationally efficient, a drawback is that we cannot model wave propagation in shallow water (c. 50 m). This is both because of insufficient mesh resolution to resolve the shorter tsunami wavelengths, and because non-linear processes associated with finite flow velocities (friction and momentum advection) are ignored in the linear model. Hence, our hazard points are situated offshore in depths of approximately 100 m, and other methods are required to estimate amplification and run-up in shallower water.
Wave amplification onshore
Our tsunami propagation model cannot directly simulate inundation. While the usual practice in tsunami science is to use local inundation models for run-up estimation, in the current study this was not possible due to the large number of simulations, the global extent of the study, and the need for highresolution topographic and bathymetric data. An alternative approach, which is less accurate but practically feasible, is required to estimate wave run-up (above mean sea level) from the hazard point water-surface elevation time series. Two different approaches are applied in this study.
First, we apply the amp-factor method of Løv-holt et al. (2012a) . This estimates the wave run-up from the modelled wave height, period and depth at the nearest hazard point, assuming that the nearshore topography can be approximated with one of seven different idealized bathymetric profile types (subjectively assigned to hazard points for this study). For each bathymetric profile type, the amplification factors are derived by interpolation of the amplification predicted by numerical models for plane waves. Details are provided in Løvholt et al. (2012a) , who found the run-up predictions compared fairly well with run-up predictions from detailed inundation models in a number of test cases.
Secondly, we estimate the tsunami run-up using Green's law to amplify the maximum water-surface elevation at the nearest hazard point, with the water depth at the coastline set to 0.5 m (Kamigaichi 2009; Sørensen et al. 2012; Brizuela et al. 2014; Horspool et al. 2014; Hébert & Schindelé 2015) . Kamigaichi (2009) used Green's law to estimate nearshore peak tsunami wave height from the modelled water-surface elevation at offshore sites (c. 50 m depth), and found the estimates compared well with those from a fine mesh model for two separate earthquake -tsunamis with m w ¼ 8.0 and 6.8. Hébert & Schindelé (2015) found the approach gives a useful indication of zones of maximum run-up compared with field data for the Indian Ocean tsunami, although the errors were often of similar magnitude as the observed run-up, and no particular value of the coastline depth would consistently give the best predictions.
It is stressed that for plane non-breaking waves, the amplification factor method of Løvholt et al. (2012a) reproduces the tsunami run-up obtained from non-linear shallow-water models (Carrier & Greenspan 1958) . Using Green's law for run-up estimation requires a subjective choice of the water depth at the coastline, and will produce infinite runup heights as the coastline depth converges to zero (i.e. the shoreline). Regardless, we examine both methods here as Green's law is straightforward to apply once the coastline depth is selected, and has been employed in several past applications of PTHA.
Run-up exceedance rate computation
At every hazard point, the methodology above provides the amplified tsunami run-up (see the previous subsection on 'Wave amplification onshore') and a corresponding mean annual rate for every earthquake event in the synthetic catalogue (equation 9). From this, we can compute the mean annual rate of events, with amplified wave height h exceeding a threshold h T at any particular hazard point p, denoted r p (h ≥ h T ):
where i is an event from the full synthetic earthquake catalogue E with rate r i , and Pr(h ≥ h T |h i,p ) gives the probability that the real run-up exceeds h T , given that the modelled run-up is h i,p . The latter term accounts for the run-up variability associated with aleatory uncertainties (e.g. spatially variable slip) which are not directly simulated in the model, as well as model structural errors caused by, for example, errors in the subduction interface geometry and our simplified treatment of the hydrodynamics. Although the latter factors are actually epistemic uncertainties which might theoretically be treated in a logic tree, their characterization would be computationally expensive and so for simplicity herein they are lumped in with the aleatory uncertainties (Thio et al. 2010; Thio 2012; Horspool et al. 2014; Løvholt et al. 2016) . We assume that h follows a lognormal distribution with median equal to the predicted run-up at the nearest hazard point, plus some bias b. The probability of h exceeding a threshold h T is:
where, on the right-hand-side, F is the cumulative distribution function for a normal distribution with mean [ln(h i,p ) + b] and standard deviation s, evaluated at ln(h T ) (Annaka et al. 2007; Thio 2012; Horspool et al. 2014) .
Values for the logarithmic bias b and standard deviation s in equation (15) were determined by comparing predictions of uniform slip scenarios in our PTHA database with observations from the NGDC/WDS global historical tsunami database (NGDC 2015) for four large earthquake -tsunami events: the 1960 Chile m w 9.5; the 1964 Alaska m w 9.2; the 2004 Andaman -Sumatra m w 9.2; and the 2011 Tohoku m w 9.0. The bias b was estimated as the mean of [ln(h obs ) 2 ln(h p )], where h obs is the observed run-up height and h p is the predicted run-up height at the hazard point nearest to the observation. The standard deviation of the latter logdifference provided an estimate of s.
Results

Earthquake magnitude -frequency relationships
For each source zone, magnitude-frequency curves similar to Figure 3 were derived and, in some instances, these have been compared with independently estimated exceedance rates based on longerterm historical or palaeoseismic data, or seismic moment conservation. For the Alaska source zone, the modelled m w ¼ 9.2 exceedance rate is 1/897 (1/3236, 1/538), where values in parenthesis give a credible interval covering logic-tree branches with 95% of the total weight, thus reflecting the modelled epistemic uncertainty for the source zone. This is in reasonable agreement with 1/ 650-1/750 reported by Wesson et al. (2007) based on palaeoseismic studies. On the Honshu source zone, our modelled m w ¼ 9.0 exceedance rate is 1/486 (0, 1/209). The lower bound of 0 occurs because m w ¼ 9.0 is the smallest m w,max in the logic tree (corresponding to the 2011 Tohoku earthquake) with zero probability of being exceeded according to the corresponding truncated Gutenberg-Richter -frequency curves (equation 6). This estimate is comparable to values of 1/400 -1/300, 1/532 and 1/880 -1/260 derived using various seismic moment conservation type analyses, and 1/1300-1/400 based on tsunami deposit data (McCaffrey 2008; Uchida & Matsuzawa 2011; Kagan & Jackson 2013) . For the Nankai source zone, our modelled m w ¼ 8.0 exceedance rate is 1/76 (1/136, 1/37), towards the higher end of the 1/(124 + 96) rate suggested by Burbidge et al. (2008) based on 11 observed events in 1500 years. On Nankai, our m w ¼ 8.6 exceedance rate is 1/ 284 (0, 1/137), again consistent with 1/660 years in Burbidge et al. (2008) , noting the latter is based on only two events and thus very uncertain. In the South Chile source zone, we estimate an m w ¼ 8.0 exceedance rate of 1/48 (1/90, 1/27), and for m w ¼ 8.5 we obtain 1/131 (1/202, 1/86). These are comparable to estimates of 1/(65 + 41) and 1/(128 + 46), respectively, by Burbidge et al. (2008) based on the historical record since 1570. Overall, the agreement with previous studies is encouraging, and suggests the model is providing reasonable estimates of the exceedance rate of large earthquakes.
It is also of interest to compare the globally integrated magnitude-frequency curve with data. This is a challenging comparison for our model because each source zones' magnitude-frequency curve is determined separately by combining the seismic moment conservation model with the logic-tree parameters and weights. By updating the logic-tree weights with the global CMT catalogue data, we ensure some consistency between the model and data at the source zone specific level, but this process does not force the model to agree with data at the globally aggregated level. Regardless, when aggregated globally, the mean modelled exceedance rate is similar to the global CMT catalogue empirical exceedance rate (Fig. 4: CMT events include only those within 0.28 of our source zones with depth ≤70 km and a rake within p/4 radians of pure thrust). The largest discrepancy occurs for m w of approximately 8.1 where the model predicts a higher rate of events (Fig. 4) . Since we expect the global CMT catalogue to be fairly complete for m w ≥ 7.5 (Kagan 2003) , any discrepancies between the model and observed data are predominantly due to the following factors: (1) sampling variability due to the short duration of the global CMT catalogue; (2) epistemic uncertainty leading to a wide range of observed rates being consistent with the model; and (3) bias in the model and inappropriate logic-tree weights. . Empirical and modelled m w exceedance rates over all source zones. Events from the global CMT catalogue were included if they had a depth ≤70 km, were within 0.28 of our source zones and had (strike-rake) within 458 of the associated source zone's updip direction.
To assess the likely impacts of sampling variability on global-scale differences between the model and data, we computed 95% confidence intervals for the true exceedance rate from the global CMT catalogue using a standard exact method (Garwood 1936) . This assumes globally observed thrust earthquake events have Poisson behaviour in time. 95% confidence intervals for the true exceedance rate generally contained the modelled mean exceedance rate, although for m w of approximately 8.0 the model is close to the upper limit (Fig. 4) . Based on this, we cannot confidently reject the consistency of the mean modelled rate and data at the global level. However, the uncertainties in the global rate are very large because the catalogue duration is relatively short (38 years), and there are no additional constraints imposed by models (e.g. there is no constraint from seismic moment conservation or from bounds on m w,max imposed in source zones with a small area). It would be possible to develop a narrower confidence interval using a longer duration database: however, this has not been pursued here since we need information on the earthquake rake to identify thrust events. To our knowledge such information is not comprehensively available in longer duration catalogues.
Even if the model is correct, epistemic uncertainties will lead to deviation between the true exceedance rate and the modelled weighted-mean rate because the latter is an average reflecting all parameter combinations in our logic tree. To assess the expected epistemic uncertainty in the globally aggregated exceedance rate, we randomly assigned each source zone to a branch of its logic tree and computed the global mean exceedance rate. The probability that each branch was assigned to its source zone was proportional to its weight w ijkl (equation 12). Figure 4 shows 95% credible intervals obtained by repeating the latter procedure 1000 times and computing the 2.5 and 97.5% quantiles. Importantly, this credible interval assumes that source zone parameters are independent of each other and that the model is correct, in which case the true global exceedance rate of thrust earthquakes on our source zones is likely to occur within the envelope. The substantial overlap of this credible interval and the global CMT-based confidence interval further indicates plausible consistency between the model and data at the global scale. The credible interval is much narrower than the confidence interval predicted using the 38 year global CMT catalogue (Fig. 4) . In part, this reflects the information content of our source zone parameter combinations, their prior weights and the model itself: in particular, the assumptions that the earthquake rates conserve seismic moment, and that m w,max is constrained by the size of the source zone (using an empirical relationship of Strasser et al. 2010 herein). These assumptions constrain the modelled exceedance rates more strongly than does naive inference from the global CMT earthquake catalogue. The credible interval probably underestimates the true uncertainties because it neglects the possibility of correlations between the source zone parameters, which could arise, for example, if the upper m w,max or cṡ rates were actually appropriate on most source zones. Herein, we have not tried to model these correlations because it introduces additional complexity, and our conclusion that there is reasonable consistency between the model and the data would be unaffected by a broader credible interval. However, for other applications, a more careful accounting of these correlations may be required.
While the above tests do not suggest the model is inconsistent with the data, the model is nonetheless likely to be limited in a number of ways. Realistically, the model will have structural errors, and the logic-tree branches are not expected to be exhaustive of all possibilities (Field et al. 2014; Marzocchi et al. 2015) . Owing to our conservative treatment of seismic coupling, no source zone has a maximum seismic coupling of less than 0.7 (Berryman et al. 2015) . While a reasonable reflection of uncertainty at the level of an individual source zone, when globally aggregated this will lead to over-prediction of earthquake rates if many source zones have coupling values lower than 0.7. Similarly, the inclusion of a low m w,max value in the logic tree can lead to high rates of low m w earthquakes on some logic-tree branches (Fig. 3) , potentially causing over-prediction of small events at the globally aggregated level. Although unrealistic magnitude -frequency curves are effectively downweighted by updating the logic-tree weights with the empirical rate of m w ≥ 7.5 thrust events in the global CMT catalogue, at the individual source zone level they may appear reasonable given the limited available data.
In summary, at the source zone specific level our tests suggest reasonable agreement of several modelled magnitude-frequency relationships with data. There is typically considerable uncertainty in the modelled rates, and in some locations this uncertainty might be reduced by integrating palaeoseismic data into the model. However, even in its current form, when aggregated globally, the modelled magnitude-frequency curve is consistent with the observed rate of thrust events in the global CMT catalogue.
Wave run-up from individual events
The PTHA scenario amplified wave heights were compared against tsunami run-up observations for four large historical events in the NGDC/WDS historical tsunami database (Table 2 ; Fig. 5 ). For each observed event, the PTHA scenario had the same m w and source zone, and where several such PTHA scenarios existed the best-fitting one was used. This allows estimation of the logarithmic bias b and standard deviation s relating the predicted wave run-up height to the observations (see the earlier subsection on 'Wave amplification onshore').
Overall, the amp-factor method (Løvholt et al. 2012a ) and Green's law produced a similar logarithmic bias b and standard deviation s ( Table 2 ). The bias varied substantially among the events, with the amp-factor method always over-predicting median run-up, while the Green's law approach did so in three-quarters of the cases (Table 2) . Given the small overall difference in the performance of these methods, we hypothesize that the model error is due to the simplified uniform-slip representation of the tsunami source, and the fact that the complex onshore inundation, including local phenomena such as focusing and refraction, is not included in the amp-factor method, as well as the neglect of friction terms (Fritz et al. 2008; Lynett et al. 2012) . The s values derived here are somewhat larger than the s ¼ 0.71 value previously reported by comparing coarse-grid uniform slip tsunami simulations with observations, and accounting for uncertainties in dip and non-uniform slip distributions (Thio et al. 2010; Thio 2012) . Thio et al. (2010) stated s could be further reduced from 0.71 to 0.52 using a finer-grid tsunami propagation model (90 m cell size), which suggests that a substantial improvement in the hydrodynamic modelling may yield only moderate improvements in the accuracy of run-up predictions. Our results suggest that s values even larger than used previously may be appropriate for a 1 arc-min resolution linear shallow-water model with initial conditions based on uniform-slip earthquakes (Thio et al. 2010; Horspool et al. 2014; Løvholt et al. 2014a) .
While noting similar overall performance of both amplification methods trialled in this study, hereinafter we estimate run-up heights using the amp-factor method (Løvholt et al. 2012a ) because it has a more firm theoretical basis for quantifying the run-up than the Green's law approach (see above). We employ a bias b ¼ 20.164 and s ¼ 0.927, corresponding to the mean and root-meansquare of the respective values in Table 2 . This implies that approximately 54% of run-up heights are predicted within a factor of 2 by the best corresponding PTHA scenario.
Wave run-up exceedance rates
The global pattern of 1/500 and 1/2500 exceedance rate run-up heights are shown in Figure 6 . At the 1/ 500 exceedance rate, the model predicts high run-up around most of the Pacific Rim and eastern and southern Indonesia, with relatively low run-up heights in the Atlantic and western Indian oceans, southern Australia, and other areas which are significantly sheltered from the major subduction sources. Areas with intermediate run-up heights include many Pacific Islands, southern New Zealand, and parts of eastern and western Australia. At the 1/ 2500 exceedance rate, our model predicts large areas with an exceedance wave height .10 m in the Pacific and eastern Indian Oceans, as well as the Western Mediterranean near the Hellenic and Cyprus source zones, and areas adjacent the Makran source zone (Fig. 6) .
The run-up heights associated with these rare events are subject to considerable epistemic uncertainty because they involve large-magnitude earthquakes. The logic-tree branches usually assign widely varying rates to large earthquakes, especially where no such events have been observed, implying that m w,max has a large range (Fig. 3) . For example, in the Kermadec source zone, the 95% epistemic credible intervals for the rate of events with m w . 8.9 always includes a lower bound of zero (Fig. 3) because our epistemic uncertainty puts significant weight on the possibility that m w,max ≤ 8.9. To quantify the impact of this on tsunami wave heights, we compute new exceedance The amp-factor method follows Løvholt et al. (2012a) to estimate the wave run-up height. Alternatively, Green's law was applied to a 0.5 m water depth. For each event, we computed [ln(h obs ) 2 ln(h p )], where h p is the PTHA amplified wave height spatially closest to the observed run-up h obs . The bias is the mean of the logarithmic difference and s is its standard deviation.
wave heights, assuming that the rates on all source zones matched, first, the lower 2.5% and, secondly, the upper 97.5% quantiles of our epistemic uncertainties (Fig. 7) . For any coastal site, we can then investigate the range in exceedance wave heights predicted if all source zones which significantly affect it have 'high' or 'low' earthquake rates relative to our expectations. This simple method of uncertainty quantification is conservative because it ignores the potential for uncertainties from multiple source zones to average-out if their parameters are uncorrelated. However, at the site-specific level, we expect tsunami hazard is usually dominated by just a few source zones, which may have correlated parameters (e.g. we might consider the highest or lowest m w,max or cṡ value could be appropriate for all relevant sources). In the absence of detailed modelling of the inter-source zone parameter correlations, the conservative approach seems more reasonable for site-specific hazard estimation than does ignoring inter-source zone parameter correlations entirely. There is high epistemic uncertainty in the 1/500 exceedance rate run-up for many locations globally, with the 95% credible interval for run-up ranging from 1 to .10 m in much of Oceania and the eastern Indian Ocean (Fig. 7) . This reflects exposure to source zones where m w,max and the seismic coupling rate have substantial epistemic uncertainty, such as Kermadec (Fig. 3) . High waves are predicted even at the lower limit of the 95% credible interval near rapidly converging source zones with high seismically coupled slip rates (i.e. the South American and Japan/Kurils source zones) (Fig. 7) . Other sites with high hazard even at the lower limit of the 95% credible interval include Cascadia, southern Alaska, parts of northern and eastern New Guinea, Sumatra, and the northern Moluccas, which are exposed to source zones with high seismically coupled slip rates (Berryman et al. 2015) . Much of the Atlantic and Mediterranean coast is predicted to have relatively low tsunami hazard (,3 m run-up) for the 1/500 exceedance rate within our 95% credible It is worth noting that in the northern Moluccas (NE Indonesia), the convergence rates suggested in Berryman et al. (2015) for the Halmahera source (90-100 mm a 21 , as used in this study for the Eastmolucca source zone) are significantly higher than those used by Løvholt et al. (2012b) and Horspool et al. (2014) (10-30 mm a 21 ), and this contributes to our high hazard predictions in this area (Figs 6 & 7) . Even assuming lower convergence rates, the area is considered high hazard (Løvholt et al. 2012a, b; Horspool et al. 2014) . The higher convergence rates used here seem consistent with a geodetic velocity value reported in Bird (2003) . However, the plate model of Bird (2003) suggests convergence rates vary rapidly in space. Given its complexity, this region warrants further analysis in future. 
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Discussion and conclusions
Comparison with previous global analyses
The current study builds on several previous globalscale analyses of tsunami hazard from earthquake sources (Løvholt et al. 2012a (Løvholt et al. , 2014a which largely estimated 1/500 annual exceedance rate run-up heights by direct simulation of tsunami from 1/ 500 earthquake scenarios. To demonstrate the accuracy of the simpler scenario-based method, the hazard from earthquake scenarios was compared with a full PTHA in the Indian and southern Pacific oceans in Løvholt et al. (2014a) , with the PTHA results producing less conservative predictions than scenario methods in the majority of cases. The most significant advance herein is the global extension of the PTHA, which allows global estimation of wave heights for arbitrary exceedance rates with a uniform methodology (Fig. 6) , and quantification of the associated epistemic uncertainties (Fig. 7) . There are substantial methodological differences between the current study and the PTHA component of Løvholt et al. (2014a) . Rather than using constant dip source zone geometries, we use detailed subduction zone geometries where available (Hayes et al. 2012; Basili et al. 2013a, b) , and allow for along-strike variations in the longterm convergent slip rate and downdip width to be accounted for when estimating the relative rates of thrust earthquakes with the same magnitude (equation 10). Our approach to defining the range of m w,max in the logic tree more closely follows Berryman et al. (2015) and often leads to a greater range of m w,max than the m w,max + 0.2 approach applied previously. We also treat epistemic uncertainties in the Gutenberg -Richter b parameter, which was assumed to be unity in the earlier study; and we use a simple technique to down-weight unrealistic logic-tree branches based on the observed rate of thrust events ≥7.5 in the global CMT catalogue (equation 12). While our estimation of run-up from the offshore wave heights follows the same approach (Løvholt et al. 2012a) , in this study uncertainties in the PTHA scenario run-up heights have been reassessed by comparison against run-up observations from four large tsunamis (Table 2) . This has led to substantially larger s ¼ 0.92 compared to the values s ¼ 0.52 or 0.71 that have been used previously (Thio et al. 2010; Horspool et al. 2014) . The value of s has a particularly strong effect on the results, with higher s associated with a major increase in the run-up height for a given exceedance rate (compare Figs 6 & 8) . Using the lower s ¼ 0.5, the 1/500 run-up height reduces considerably, with values of less than 5 m now dominating over much of the central and SW Pacific Ocean, and in the Indian Ocean away from the Sunda Arc. If the uncertainties in the modelled tsunami run-up height are entirely neglected (s ¼ 0), then the 1/500 run-up height further reduces (Fig. 8) .
Despite these methodological differences, there is broad similarity of our mean 1/500 run-up heights with those of Løvholt et al. (2014a) , with relatively high hazard around much of the Pacific Rim and southern and NE Indonesia, and relatively low hazard in much of the Atlantic and western Indian oceans. The current study often predicts slightly higher run-up: for example, in the central south Pacific and eastern Australia, we often estimate 1/500 run-up heights of approximately 5 -7 m, whereas corresponding values are typically ≤5 m in Løvholt et al. (2014a) (Fig. 6) . This is consistent with the use of a higher s in the current study (Figs 6 & 8) . There are also regions where the current study predicts lower 1/500 tsunami run-up: for example, around northern Sumatra. One reason for this seems to be our use of Slab 1.0 to define the source zone geometry, which in this location leads to unit-sources having low dip near the shallow part of the source zone compared with the constant dip value used previously. The lower dip implies less vertical coseismic deformation for a given slip on the shallowest unit-sources. In addition, the sources used previously had a topdepth of 3 km (Horspool et al. 2014 ), compared with 0 km herein, so we expect higher slip near the trench in the former case (Goda 2015) . Given the substantial methodological difference between the current study and Løvholt et al. (2014a), we are not surprised by some variations in the results: however, in general, the differences do not seem large compared with our epistemic uncertainties (Fig. 7) .
Comparison with regional studies
At a number of sites, the hazard results from this study have been compared with previous estimates from regional-scale tsunami hazard assessments. Overall, the comparisons reported below are encouraging, and suggest that the current PTHA methodology is providing estimates of tsunami hazard associated with major earthquake sources that are reasonably consistent with previous work. Despite this, given the global scale of this study and associated limitations (see the following subsection on 'Limitations'), we suggest that the current study be used for global-scale evaluations of tsunami hazard and risk (Løvholt et al. 2014b) , and as a reference against which the results of smaller-scale studies may be compared. Detailed tsunami hazard assessments combining inundation modelling and historical or palaeotsunami data (Gonzalez et al. 2009; Power 2013) Along the coast of western Australia, Burbidge et al. (2008) modelled the exceedance rates of offshore wave height (in 100 m water depth). Tsunami hazard here is dominated by the eastern Sunda Arc. They predicted a spatial pattern in 1/ 500 offshore wave heights similar to that estimated herein for run-up heights (Fig. 6) , with a distinct peak around latitudes of approximately 208 -228 S. In the latter region, Burbidge et al. (2008) modelled 1/500 wave heights of around 0.7 m in 100 m water depth (implying c. 3-5 m run-up height assuming amplification factors of c. 4 -7). This is lower than the approximately 5-10 m predicted in the current study, although well within our epistemic uncertainties (Fig. 7) . While there are substantial methodological differences between the current study and Burbidge et al. (2008) , it seems likely that the differences are in part caused by the logarithmic uncertainties in predicted wave height being employed in the current study. This factor was not treated in Burbidge et al. (2008) but leads to an overall increase in the run-up (Figs 6 & 8) .
In the Caribbean, Parsons & Geist (2009) estimated the probability of tsunami run-up exceeding 0.5 m over a 30 year time horizon using a combination of models and historical data. Their results suggesting highest hazard in the eastern Lesser Antilles, with 0.5 m run-up exceedance rates of approximately 0.0035-0.0075 events/year. Similar 0.5 m run-up exceedance rates are predicted in the current study, with 95% of eastern Lesser Antilles sites in [ [0.0032, 0.0079] .
In the town of Seaside, Oregon on the NW USA coast, Gonzalez et al. (2009) performed a detailed local-scale PTHA, and estimated a 1/100 exceedance wave height of approximately 4 m and a 1/ 500 exceedance wave height of approximately 10.5 m. This compares quite well with values of 5.0 and 13.2 m, respectively, estimated at our nearest hazard point.
In the Mediterranean Sea, Sørensen et al. (2012) conducted a detailed PTHA, including many more earthquake sources than treated in the current study. They predicted highest 1/500 run-up (c. 5 m) in the Eastern Mediterranean around the Hellenic source zone, with low run-up ,1 m in the Western Mediterranean. Similar patterns and magnitudes for 1/500 tsunami run-up are predicted in this study (Fig. 6) .
In New Zealand Power (2013) compiled detailed analyses of tsunami hazard, combining modelling with historical and palaeotsunami data: 1/500 wave heights largely ranged within 4-12 m on the north coast, 4-8 m on the east and south coast, and 2-4 m on the west coast. Our model suggests comparable values of typically 7-10 + m around the north coast, 5-10 m around the east and south coast, and 3-7 m around the west coast (Fig. 6) .
In Indonesia, Horspool et al. (2014) modelled exceedance rates for tsunami run-up height, predicting 1/500 run-up heights of 5-10 + m along the south and NE coastlines. While similar results are suggested herein, the current study suggests that the high hazard zone in eastern Indonesia may extend further southwards to include regions adjacent to the Flores and Banda Sea (Fig. 6 ). This is largely because our logic tree includes greater maximum m w,max values for source zones in this region than Horspool et al. (2014) . However, m w,max values in this region are highly uncertain, leading to large epistemic uncertainties in tsunami run-up exceedance rates (Fig. 7) .
In the NE Atlantic, Omira et al. (2015) modelled tsunami wave height exceedance rates, suggesting highest hazard on the mainland around the Gulf of Cadiz with exceedance rates of approximately 0.007 for a 1 m wave (i.e. a 50% chance of exceedance in 100 years). The current study also predicts highest mainland hazard around the Gulf of Cadiz, although our 1 m wave height exceedance rates in this region are lower (c. 0.002 2 0.003), which seems to be driven by lower estimates of earthquake exceedance rates on the key regional source zones in the present study.
Limitations
The current study only considers tsunami hazard due to thrust earthquakes on sources identified in Figure 1 (aside from the strike-slip Gloria source zone), and we expect this to oversimplify the earthquake sources for some areas: for example, in the Mediterranean (Tiberti et al. 2009; Sørensen et al. 2012; Basili et al. 2013b) . Uncertainties in the source zone schematization are not accounted for in the analysis but are expected to be significant, particularly away from major subduction zones. In the current methodology earthquakes are not permitted to cross source zones, and so our fault segmentation imposes potentially artificial limits on the range of events which are included in the model. We ignore earthquakes with m w , 7.5, all non-thrust earthquake sources (except the strike-slip Gloria source zone) and most non-subduction sources, as well as tsunami from landslides, volcanoes and meteotsunami, although these are of significance in some contexts (Sørensen et al. 2012; Geist et al. 2014; Harbitz et al. 2014; ten Brink et al. 2014) : for example, landslides are expected to contribute significantly to tsunami hazard in eastern Indonesia (Løvholt et al. 2012b) , the Caribbean (Harbitz et al. 2012 ) and the Atlantic coast of the USA (ten .
A significant source of uncertainty is related to the schematization of our earthquake sources. We assume a constant shear modulus m which in reality will be spatially variable, with low near-trench values potentially leading to tsunami earthquakes with high slip and run-up for their magnitude (Geist & Bilek 2001; Newman et al. 2011) . Although uncertainty in modelled run-up is accounted for using the lognormal distribution, parameters were estimated from high-magnitude earthquake-tsunami events and do not appropriately account for the tsunami hazard due to tsunami earthquakes. Uncertainties in the source zone geometry (e.g. dip, maximum depth) and the non-uniform slip distribution of real earthquakes are also not explicitly modelled,
